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Summary

1 Summary
Within the scope of this thesis, a modular strategy for intercalating nanoparticles between 2D
layered materials was successfully developed. In particular, the synthetic layered silicate
hectorite (Na0.5Mg2.5Li0.5Si4O10F2, NaHec) and a layered titanate (H1.07TiO1.73O4·H2O,
L-titanate) were investigated for their potential use as catalyst supports. Both are layered
materials with a permanent negative layer charge, neutralized by interlayer cations.
Furthermore, when immersed in water, these materials form nematic liquid crystalline phases
of sub-nanometer thick single nanosheets. Even at low solid contents and distances of more
than 50 nm, the nanosheets retain a co-facial orientation to each other due to their large lateral
platelet size. Pre-synthesized nanoparticles carrying a positive surface charge can be added
to such a nematic phase, and the large gallery height of adjacent nanosheets allows
nanoparticles to diffuse between the nanosheets, whereupon the nanosheets collapse and
capture the nanoparticles. This process could be seen as a "quasi-ion exchange," and a
special catalyst architecture can be obtained: nanoparticles sandwiched between two subnanometer thick oxide sheets.
2D layered materials such as layered silicates have already been applied as catalyst supports
before, but the use of natural materials that are very heterogeneous and defective or
insufficient synthesis methods hampered access to well-structured catalysts. For this reason,
the influence of the confinement on the (catalytic) properties of the sandwiched nanoparticles
has not been investigated deeply. In contrast, the "quasi-ion exchange" method described
above using a nematic phase of the nanosheets and pre-synthesized nanoparticles leads to
well-defined architectures.
This thesis demonstrates that the very special sandwich architecture offers great potential
regarding increased temperature stability and influencing the electronic structure of
nanoparticles, leading to enhanced catalytic activity for CO oxidation and increased H2 sorption
capacity.
In the first part of the presented work, γ-Fe2O3 nanoparticles were synthesized that were
colloidally stable in aqueous dispersion and carried a positive surface charge. These
nanoparticles were sandwiched between the nanosheets of a nematic NaHec dispersion. Even
though the loading of iron oxide was 64 wt%, a lamellar and mesoporous structure was
obtained. The sandwich-like confinement stabilized the nanoparticles and hampered Ostwald
ripening up to 700 °C, whereas rapid growth of unsupported nanoparticles was observed
already at 400 °C. Additionally, the confinement suppressed the phase transition from γ-Fe2O3
to α-Fe2O3, normally occurring at 300 °C. Changed thermodynamic phase stabilities of nanosized iron oxide were responsible for this effect.
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In the second part, the portfolio of nanoparticles that can be intercalated between the
nanosheets of a nematic NaHec phase was extended to Pd nanoparticles. The surface
potential of these nanoparticles was adjusted by pH that allowed the control of the intercalated
loading of nanoparticles. The obtained structure was a potential “bulk version” of literature
known model catalysts of flat metal surfaces that were (partially) covered with an ultrathin
(< 1 nm) oxide layer. As a test reaction, CO was oxidized to CO2. The sandwiched Pd
nanoparticles proved to be more active than the same nanoparticles deposited on the
conventional support γ-Al2O3 (temperature of 50 % conversion T50 of 145 °C and 191 °C,
respectively). Electronic interactions between nanoparticles and nanosheets rendered the
nanoparticle surface slightly positively charged, which was identified as the reason for the
enhanced catalytic activity.
The electron-deficient Pd nanoparticles were investigated for other possible applications in the
third part of the thesis. It is known from the literature that the H2 sorption capacity of Pd
nanoparticles is related to the number of holes in the band structure near the Fermi level. H2
pressure-dependent uptake curves and in situ X-ray diffraction demonstrated that sandwiching
Pd nanoparticles between nanosheets significantly influenced the sorption behaviour. The
maximum storage capacity of H2 was increased by 86 % compared to identic Pd nanoparticles
covered with polyvinylpyrrolidone.
In the last part, the intercalation strategy using a nematic phase of a 2D layered material was
extended to L-titanate. As observed for NaHec, electronic interactions between support and
Pd rendered the surface of Pd positively charged. However, the catalytic activity for the
oxidation of CO proceeded already below 100 °C (T50 of 86 °C). That implied that L-titanate
provided an additional enhancing effect for oxidation catalysis besides electronic influence.
Kinetic experiments revealed that L-titanate could donate activated oxygen from its lattice at
the support/metal interface (Mars-van Krevelen type mechanism). This bypassed CO
poisoning of the noble metal surface at low temperatures. The special sandwich architecture
was also of great importance for the enhanced catalytic activity. As the nanoparticles were in
touch with the support from two directions, a particularly high interface was generated, making
oxygen donation very efficient.

The thesis is presented as a cumulative work. The results are discussed in detail in the
attached manuscripts.
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2 Zusammenfassung
Im Rahmen dieser Arbeit wurde eine modulare Strategie für die Interkalation von
Nanopartikeln zwischen 2D-Schichtmaterialien entwickelt. Als Schichtmaterialien wurden das
synthetische Schichtsilikat Hectorit (Na0.5Mg2.5Li0.5Si4O10F2, NaHec) und ein schichtförmiges
Titanat (H1.07TiO1.73O4·H2O, L-titanate) verwendet und deren Potential als katalytisches
Trägermaterial untersucht. Beide Materialien bestehen aus Schichten mit einer permanenten
negativen Schichtladung und Kationen zur Ladungsneutralität zwischen den Schichten. Sie
bilden in Wasser nematische flüssigkristalline Phasen aus (sub)nanometerdicken einzelnen
Nanoschichten aus. Selbst bei niedrigen Feststoffgehalten und Distanzen von über 50 nm
behalten die Nanoschichten aufgrund ihrer hohen lateralen Ausdehnung eine co-faciale
Orientierung zueinander. Bei Zugabe von Nanopartikeln mit positivem Oberflächenpotential zu
einer solchen nematischen Dispersion können Nanopartikel zwischen die Schichten
diffundieren, die von den daraufhin kollabierenden Nanoschichten stabilisiert werden. Dies
entspricht einem "Quasi-Ionenaustausch". Durch diese Syntheseroute wird ein Zugang zu
einer speziellen Katalysatorarchitektur ermöglicht: Nanopartikel, die zwischen zwei
(sub)nanometer dicken Oxidschichten eingeklemmt sind.
Schichtsilikate wurden bereits vielfältig als Nanopartikelträger eingesetzt, jedoch verhinderten
die Verwendung von natürlichem Material oder unzureichende Synthesemethoden den
Zugang zu gut strukturierten Katalysatoren. Aus diesem Grund konnte der Einfluss des
confinements auf die (katalytischen) Eigenschaften der Nanopartikel nicht detailliert untersucht
werden. Die oben beschriebene Methode des „Quasi-Ionenaustausches“, die eine nematische
Phase der 2D-Schichtmaterialien ausnutzt, führt hingegen zu gut definierten Architekturen der
sandwichartig assemblierten Nanopartikel.
Diese Arbeit zeigt, dass die besondere Sandwich-Architektur ein großes Potential bietet, da
sie nicht nur die Temperaturstabilität der Nanopartikel erhöhte, sondern auch Einfluss auf
deren elektronische Struktur nahm, was zu einer erhöhten katalytischen Aktivität sowie zu
einer erhöhten H2-Sorptionskapazität führte.
Im ersten Teil der Arbeit wurden γ-Fe2O3-Nanopartikel synthetisiert, die in Wasser kolloidal
stabil waren und eine positive Oberflächenladung trugen. Diese Nanopartikel wurden zwischen
die Nanoschichten einer nematischen NaHec-Dispersion interkaliert. Obwohl die Beladung mit
Eisenoxid 64 wt% betrug, wurde eine lamellare und mesoporöse Struktur erhalten. Die
sandwichartige Architektur stabilisierte die Nanopartikel und unterdrückte die Ostwald-Reifung
bis 700 °C. Bei unstabilisierten Nanopartikeln wurde ein rasches Wachstum bereits bei 400 °C
beobachtet. Zusätzlich wurde auch der Phasenübergang von γ-Fe2O3 zu α-Fe2O3, der
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normalerweise bei Temperaturen um 300 °C beginnt, unterdrückt. Dieser Effekt wurde mit
veränderten thermodynamischen Phasenstabilitäten von Eisenoxid auf der Nanoebene erklärt.
Das Portfolio an interkalierbaren Nanopartikeln wurde im zweiten Teil um Pd-Nanopartikel
erweitert. Das Oberflächenpotential dieser Nanopartikel konnte durch den pH-Wert eingestellt
werden, was wiederum die Kontrolle über die Beladung an interkalierten Nanopartikeln
ermöglichte. Die erhaltene Struktur konnte als eine "Bulk-Version" von literaturbekannten
Modellkatalysatoren gesehen werden, die aus Metalloberflächen bestehen, die (partiell) mit
einer ultradünnen (< 1 nm) Oxidschicht bedeckt sind. Um den Einfluss der SandwichArchitektur zu studieren, wurde als Testreaktion CO zu CO2 katalytisch oxidiert. Die
sandwichartig stabilisierten Pd-Nanopartikel erwiesen sich als deutlich aktiver als identische
Nanopartikel, die auf dem konventionellen Träger γ-Al2O3 abgeschieden wurden (Temperatur
bei 50 % Umsatz T50 von 145 °C zu 191 °C). Die elektronischen Wechselwirkungen zwischen
Nanopartikeln

und

Nanoschichten

führten

zu

einer

leicht

positiven

Ladung

der

Nanopartikeloberfläche, die als Ursache für die hohe katalytische Aktivität identifiziert wurde.
Die elektronendefizitären Pd-Nanopartikel wurden im dritten Teil der Arbeit für andere
mögliche Anwendungen wie der Wasserstoffspeicherung untersucht. Es ist bekannt, dass die
H2-Sorptionskapazität von Pd-Nanopartikeln mit der Anzahl an Löchern in der Bandstruktur
nahe dem Fermi-Niveau korreliert. Druckabhängige H2 Aufnahmekurven und in situ
Röntgenbeugung zeigten, dass die Einlagerung von Pd-Nanopartikeln einen signifikanten
Einfluss auf das Sorptionsverhalten hatte. Die Speicherkapazität von H2 wurde im Vergleich
zu analogen Pd-Nanopartikeln, die mit einem Polymer bedeckt waren, um 86 % erhöht.
Im letzten Teil wurde die Interkalationsstrategie unter Verwendung einer nematischen Phase
eines 2D-Schichtmaterials auf L-titanate angewendet. Wie bei NaHec beobachtet wurde,
führten Wechselwirkungen zwischen Träger und Pd zu einer positiv geladenen Pd Oberfläche.
Die katalytische Oxidation von CO verlief hier jedoch bereits unterhalb von 100 °C (T50 von
86 °C), was implizierte, dass L-titanate neben dem elektronischen Einfluss einen zusätzlichen
Effekt auf die Oxidationskatalyse hatte. Kinetische Experimente zeigten, dass L-titanate in der
Lage war, aktivierten Sauerstoff aus seinem Gitter an der Träger/Metall-Grenzfläche zu
übertragen (Mars-van Krevelen-Mechanismus). Dadurch konnte die CO-Vergiftung der
Edelmetalloberfläche bei niedrigen Temperaturen umgangen werden. Die spezielle SandwichArchitektur war ebenfalls von großer Bedeutung für die hohe katalytische Aktivität. Da die
Nanopartikel in Kontakt mit zwei Trägeroberflächen standen, wurde eine besonders hohe
Grenzfläche erzeugt, die die Sauerstoffübertragung sehr effizient machte.
Diese Arbeit wird als kumulative Arbeit präsentiert. Die Ergebnisse werden in den beigefügten
Manuskripten ausführlich diskutiert.
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3 Introduction
3.1 Fundamentals about layered materials
Layers can often describe the structure of crystalline solids, but truly layered materials are only
these materials that have anisotropic bonding properties. A well-known example is graphite
that consists of stacked layers of carbon atoms. The carbon atoms are covalently bound within
each layer and are arranged in a hexagonal pattern with a C-C distance of 1.42 Å. The layers
are stacked in an AB manner, and weak van der Waals forces bind adjacent carbon layers.
The C-C distance between layers is 3.35 Å. The differences in the binding situations result in
different physical properties parallel and perpendicular to the layers.[1] Due to the weak bonds
between adjacent layers of graphite, it can be stripped into single layers (graphene) by applying
the scotch tape method.[2]
Layered materials can be classified by different aspects, such as structure or composition.
Furthermore, they can be divided by the charge of their layers. For instance, hexagonal boron
nitride (h-BN)[3] or graphite carry no charge, while layered double hydroxides[4] or layered
silicates can carry a permanent positive or negative layer charge, respectively.[5] For charged
layers, ions of opposite charge are necessary between the layers to serve for charge balance.
These so-called interlayer ions can be (reversibly) exchanged for other ions (atomic ions,
charged organic molecules, or charged clusters) and provide a useful toolbox to synthesize
heterogeneous materials with reactive interlayer spaces.
Since an individual layer of a material can behave significantly different from a tactoid of
stacked layers, another essential classification parameter of layered materials is their ability to
be separated into stacks of only a few layers (exfoliation) or single layers (delamination).[6]
Individual layers are often called nanosheets, as named for the first time by T. Sasaki in 1996.[7]
The process to overcome the forces between adjacent layers is very important but can vary
for various layered materials. As already mentioned, graphite layers can be separated
mechanically by the scotch tape method.[2] Other materials such as layered silicates show the
ability to swell osmotically in water.[8] The solid content in dispersion and the ionic background
are two criteria to control the distance between adjacent individual layers and can exceed
several tens of nanometers. The ability of a 2D layered material to delaminate is also of utmost
importance for the main topic of this thesis as intercalation of nanoparticles without significant
kinetic hindrance is only possible at reasonable high distances of adjacent nanosheets.
The phenomenon of osmotic swelling, together with a structural introduction of the materials,
will be discussed in the following chapters on the examples of NaHec (Chapter 3.1.1 and
3.1.2) and L-titanate (Chapter 3.1.3 and 3.1.4).
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3.1.1 Synthetic sodium hectorite
Synthetic

sodium

hectorite

(NaHec)

with

the

nominal

composition

of

Na0.5interlayer(Mg2.5Li0.5)octSi4tetO10F2 belongs to the class of 2:1 layered silicates. A layer consists
of two sheets of corner-sharing SiO4 tetrahedrons with a layer of edge-sharing MgX6 (X = O2-,
F-) octahedrons in between. The tetrahedral sheets are condensed to the octahedral sheet via
their apical oxygen ions. Isomorphous substitution of Mg 2+ for Li+ generates a permanent
negative layer charge. Na+ cations balance this layer charge in the interlayer space, but it can
be synthesized with other cations such as Li+, K+, and Cs+, as well.[9] Having a layer charge of
0.5 per formula unit (p.f.u.), NaHec belongs to the class of smectites (range of 0.2 to 0.6 charge
p.f.u.). The tetrahedrons form a kagome type lattice with hexagonal cavities where the
interlayer Na+ cations fit in. The amount of apical oxygen ions is not sufficient to saturate the
octahedral layers. F- occupies the missing positions to complete the anion lattice. The total
thickness of one lamella of NaHec is 9.6 Å (Figure 1). Charge homogeneity within the layer is
of great importance concerning osmotic swelling and intracrystalline reactivity. Therefore, the
isomorphous substitution of Mg2+ for Li+ must happen statistically. Above a synthesis
temperature of 1000 K, the octahedral cations arrange completely statistically to a solid
solution.[10] Hence, the used NaHec in this work was synthesized via melt synthesis at 1750 °C
and annealed at 1045 °C for six weeks.[11,

12]

The obtained NaHec demonstrates a very

homogeneous intracrystalline reactivity and is superior over natural layered silicates such as
montmorillonite (another prominent representative of smectites) that is very heterogeneous,
defective, and has lateral extensions of only 200 nm (~ 20000 nm for NaHec).[13]

Figure 1: Sketch of the structure of NaHec: Mg2+ and Li+ (yellow) are randomly distributed in the centre of the
octahedrons. Si4+ (grey) is in the centre of the tetrahedrons. O2- (red) and F- (green) build the anion lattice. Na+ (pale
blue) is between the layers.
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The homogeneous intracrystalline reactivity features several advantages that cannot or only
partially be observed for natural layered silicates: NaHec swells spontaneously in water and
delaminates easily into single nanosheets. The high temperature synthesis yields very large
platelets with lateral dimensions of about 20 µm. Delamination to single nanosheets of
subnanometer size leads to an aspect ratio of about 20.000. The large aspect ratio makes
NaHec very promising as an additive for polymer films in gas barrier applications. [14-17] The
interlayer cations can be exchanged for organic molecules to obtain a material class called
“microporous organically pillared layered silicates” (MOPS).[18-22] As the layer charge is very
homogenous, an ordered interlayer structure with well-defined pores can be obtained that is
very promising for gas separation applications.[18-22] Furthermore, NaHec offers the unique
possibility to synthesize ordered heterostructures with two alternating interlayer species.[23-25]

3.1.2 Delamination of NaHec
As mentioned before, interlayer cations of NaHec can be exchanged for other (small) organic
or inorganic cations even in the crystalline and stacked state. In contrast, intercalation of larger
molecules such as polymer chains requires an increased distance of the nanosheets to avoid
kinetic hindrance.[27] This also applies to the intercalation of nanoparticles that is the objective
of this thesis. Therefore, osmotic swelling in water can increase the distance of adjacent
nanosheets to tens of nanometers. Delamination to individual nanosheets appears when the
attractive interaction between negatively charged layers and positively charged interlayer
cations can be overcome. The swelling behaviour of NaHec is well understood and is divided
into three stages/regimes (Figure 2).[26]

Figure 2: Illustration of the three regimes of swelling of synthetic NaHec. A) Water sorption isotherm depending
on the relative partial pressure of H2O in air (Regime I/crystalline swelling). b) d-values (layer distances) as a
function of the volume fraction of NaHec in liquid H2O. The transition from Regime II to Regime III occurs at the
kink of the continuous and dashed lines. [Adapted with permission from reference[26]. Copyright (2016) American
Chemical Society]
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The first regime (Figure 2A) is called crystalline swelling and depends on the water activity in
the air (relative humidity, r.h.). Na+ possesses a high hydration enthalpy making NaHec highly
hygroscopic.[28] Air of about 22 % r.h. is already sufficient to form one water layer in the
interlayer space. Three water molecules and three basal oxide ions coordinate Na+.[29] At a r.h.
of about 70 %, a second water layer forms, and six water molecules coordinate Na +.[29] From
dry NaHec powder to the one-layer hydrate and the two-layer hydrate, the distance between
the layers increases from 0 Å to 2.7 Å to 4.5 Å, respectively.
Further increase of the layer distance can be achieved by swelling in liquid water (Figure 2B).
Here, the volume fraction Φ of NaHec in water determines the distance of the nanosheets.
Osmotic swelling can be further divided into two regimes and appears only at a layer charge
of 0.55 p.f.u and below. Up to a Φ of 2.5 vol% (corresponding to about 7 wt% or a nanosheet
distance d of about 30 nm), the distance of the nanosheets scales linearly with d ~ Φ-1.[26] This
is called the Gouy-Chapman regime, and the NaHec dispersion forms a so-called Wigner
crystal.[26] This Wigner crystal is characteristic of a highly ordered orientation of parallel aligned
nanosheets. Due to the strong repulsive forces, the nanosheets maximize their distance. Even
though a layer distance of 30 nm might be sufficiently high to allow nanoparticles below 5 nm
core diameter to diffuse between the nanosheets, the large platelets form a very viscous gel,
which hampers a fast diffusion. At higher dilutions (< 2.5 vol%), repulsive forces are more and
more screened, and the nanosheets start to tilt and form the last regime with a dependence of
d ~ Φ-0.66.[26] However, the high aspect ratio prohibits free rotation and no isotropic phase
forms. Instead, even at dilutions as low as 0.5 vol% (1.5 wt%) corresponding to a layer distance
of about 60 nm, the nanosheets are still held in a co-facial arrangement forming a nematic
liquid crystalline phase. At this stage, the viscosity is sufficiently low for a fast nanoparticle
diffusion between the wide-opened galleries of adjacent nanosheets.

3.1.3 Synthetic layered lepidocrocite-type titanate
Other layered materials with a permanent negative layer charge are layered transition metal
oxides such as layered titanates. These were already investigated as battery material[30],
photo[31], and electro[32] catalysts. Layered titanates are related to the lepidocrocite family
(γ-FeOOH) with a general formula of AxTi2-yO4My (A = K+, Cs+, Rb+, H+; M = Li+ or vacancy □;
x = 0.7~0.8). The used layered titanate for this work had the formula H1.07Ti1.73□0.27O4·H2O
(further abbreviated as H+-L-titanate).[33, 34] The individual layer consists of a double layer of
edge-sharing TiO6 tetrahedrons with Ti4+ vacancies creating a negative layer charge, balanced
by interlayer cations (Figure 3).
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Figure 3: Sketch of the structure of lepidocrocite-type layered titanate. Ti4+ (grey) is coordinated by six oxygen
ions. The octahedrons share edges. H+ balances the layer charge. It should be noted that actually H3O+ molecules
balance the layer charge.

The synthesis of H+-L-titanate proceeds in two steps. The first one is a solid-state synthesis of
TiO2, K2CO3, and Li2CO3 at 1073 K to obtain K0.8Ti1.73Li0.27 O4.[35] At this stage of the synthesis,
Li+ occupies some octahedral positions, and K+ is the interlayer cation. Li+ is leached out by
treatment with 0.5 M HCl and leaves □ vacancies in the octahedral lattice. H3O+ between the
layers serves for charge balance.[36] H3O+ can be exchanged for other inorganic or organic
cations, essential for the delamination process (Chapter 3.1.4).

3.1.4 Delamination of H+-L-titanate
Osmotic swelling is not restricted to NaHec but is known for other 2D layered materials[8, 37-39],
and L-titanate is chosen as a second example to explain this phenomenon. NaHec
delaminates spontaneously in water, which can be ascribed to the high hydration enthalpy of
Na+ and a sufficient layer charge of 2.1 charges per 1 nm2. A hectorite with a nominal formula
of Na0.6interlayer(Mg2.4Li0.6)octSi4tetO10F2 having a higher density of charges cannot delaminate in
water anymore due to too strong attractive forces between layer and interlayer cations.
H+-L-titanate has a layer charge of 7.1 charges per 1 nm2, making spontaneous delamination
in water impossible. However, delamination can be achieved for higher charged layered
materials when the layer distance exceeds a critical value (Gouy-Chapman length).[26] After
exceeding this length, the hydration enthalpy of the interlayer cation overcomes the Coulomb
attraction, and the interaction between adjacent nanosheets becomes repulsive.[40, 41] Bulky
organic molecules with a sufficient high hydration enthalpy are required to increase the
distance between two layers over this Gouy-Chapman length. Tetrabutylammonium TBA+ or
tetramethylammonium TMA+ are suitable for the delamination of L-titanates.[35, 42] H+-L-titanate
immersed in a TBA+OH- solution starts to swell and ultimately delaminates to individual
9
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nanosheets after mechanical shaking.[43] The nanosheet distance can be controlled by
changing the ionic background (ratio of H+ to TBA+ added).[43] At low ionic backgrounds and
high nanosheet separations, a nematic liquid crystalline phase forms, showing structural
colours.[44] Furthermore, TMA+ leads to nanosheets of lateral expansions of up to 10 µm, while
delamination via TBA+ leads to 500 nm-sized platelets.[45] In the presented work, TBA+ was
used to delaminate H+-L-titanate to a nematic phase for Pd nanoparticle intercalation in
Chapter 6.4.
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3.2 Fundamentals about nanoparticles
3.2.1 Dispersion and quantum effects
Apart from the support that can significantly affect catalytic properties (see Chapter 3.4), the
catalytically active nanoparticles are of great importance for the overall catalysts. The reasons
for the high catalytic activity of nanoparticles are discussed in this chapter.
Nanoparticles offer new perspectives for material and catalytic science and gained much
scientific interest in the past decades. The chemical and physical properties of a nanoparticle
can be remarkably altered compared to the bulk.[46] According to the IUPAC definition, a
nanoparticle is “a particle of any shape with dimensions in the 1 × 10−9 and 1 × 10−7 m range.”[47]
A prominent example of the “nano-size” effect is gold. As a bulk material, Au is yellow and
chemically very inert. When the size of an Au particle decreases, it changes its colour from
violet over blue to red due to the coherent oscillation of the conduction electrons on the surface
called a localized surface plasmon.[48] Furthermore, small Au clusters are very active catalysts
compared to the inert bulk material.[49]
Most of the altered properties can be explained by two phenomena: a higher fraction of surface
atoms or quantum size effects.[46]
Surface atoms are in an under-coordinated state and thus very reactive. The dispersion of a
nanoparticle is a measure of the fraction of surface atoms per nanoparticle. The dispersion
scales with N-1/3 with N as the number of atoms per nanoparticle. The dependency implies that
the amount of surface atoms increases sharply for very small nanoparticles. [46] The increased
amount of surface atoms influences the catalytic activity and affects the melting point of a metal
being significantly reduced compared to the bulk.[51]
The second phenomenon bases on quantum effects. In solids, atomic orbitals of the single
atoms overlap to continuous bands. When the number of atoms per nanoparticle decreases,
the amount of contributing orbitals also decreases. This influences the density of states (DOS)

Figure 4: Illustration of the DOS near the Fermi level of bulk Pd and Pd nanoparticles of 2.6 nm size. The blue
colour represents the occupied states. A difference in the position of Femi level can be observed. [Reprinted with
permission from reference[50]. Copyright (2008) American Chemical Society.]
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and the Fermi level position and affects the electronic behaviour of a nanoparticle. (Figure
4).[50] Furthermore, the chemical behaviour of surface atoms alters as the DOS at the Fermi
level of small nanoparticles changes. The ability of a nanoparticle surface to donate or accept
charge from adsorbate molecules is a crucial property that can significantly influence the
course of a catalytic reaction.[52] Both the under-coordinated surface atoms and the change in
the electronic structure must be considered for the high catalytic activity of small nanoparticles.
Furthermore, nanoparticles show other phenomena that cannot be observed in bulk: Elements
that are immiscible in the bulk phase and would always phase segregate or form core-shell
structures can be alloyed at the nanoscale.[53] Immiscible Pd and Pt form solid solutions of
about 6 nm nanoparticles.[54, 55] An alloy of immiscible Ru and Cu catalysed the CO oxidation
with higher performance than single Ru or Cu nanoparticles.[56] Crystal structures that have
never been observed for bulk materials were accessible on the nanoscale: Ru crystallises in
the hcp structure, but the fcc structure was observed at the nanoscale.[57] Those Ru
nanoparticles with fcc structure were more active for the oxidation of CO than comparable Ru
nanoparticles of hcp structure.

3.2.2 Synthesis strategies for nanoparticles
There are many methods to produce small nanoparticles roughly classified by top-down and
bottom-up approaches. Top-down means to break down larger objects into smaller ones, and
a classic example of this approach is ball milling. A powerful bottom-up process is chemical
vapour deposition.[58] Gas-phase molecules react with a surface, whereupon nanoparticles
form on this surface. The conditions can be controlled precisely, and thus this technique is
beneficial to synthesize well-defined model systems.[59] An often applied synthesis route of a
bottom-up process for larger scales is wet chemical synthesis. This strategy includes methods
such as reduction of precursors (e.g. H2, NaBH4, or ethanol), precipitation (e.g. iron oxide in
basic medium) or hydrothermal treatment.[60]
Nanoparticles synthesized without a stabilisation agent would not stay small for a long time as
nanoparticles try to minimize the energetically unfavourable high surface by Ostwald ripening
or agglomeration. Therefore, ligands can be added to the synthesis to suppress the growth of
the nanoparticles. When bulky polymers are used as ligands, this is called steric stabilisation,
but in this case, the surface of the nanoparticles might be totally covered. Another approach is
the electrostatic stabilisation. This can be achieved either by (de)protonation of surface atoms
or by the adsorption of charged molecules to the surface. The charged surfaces of the
nanoparticles repel each other and thus, prohibit agglomeration. The ζ potential is the potential
at the shear plane and is a measure for the stability of a colloidal dispersion. The ζ potential is
a function of the pH and can be determined by electrophoresis coupled with dynamic light
scattering.[61] A ζ potential of about 30 mV is typically regarded as sufficient for colloidal stability
12
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for a longer time. However, nanoparticles with lower potentials might be stable for a short
period of time. Furthermore, the functionalisation of the surface of a nanoparticle by organic
molecules can alter its dispersibility. Small charged molecules promote the dispersion in polar
media such as water, while molecules with a long organic chain promote nonpolar media
dispersion.[62, 63] In the presented work, phosphocholine was used as a ligand in Chapter 6.1
to obtain “cationic” iron oxide, and 4-dimethylaminopyridine (DMAP) was used to obtain
“cationic” Pd in Chapter 6.2, 6.3, and 6.4.
Synthesis strategies are not restricted to spherical nanoparticles of one composition. Indeed,
there is a wide variety to synthesize differently shaped nanoparticles such as cubes[64], 1D
objects (rods)[65,

66]

, or 2D objects such as platelets.[67] These can be synthesized using

particular capping ligands that preferentially adsorb to specific facets of a nanoparticle and
restrict nanoparticle growth in this direction. Furthermore, the seeded growth approach allows
for the synthesis of core-shell nanoparticles.[68, 69]
Even though nanoscience demonstrates a huge variety of accessible nanoparticles, this work
applies spherical nanoparticles of Pd and γ-Fe2O3 to focus on the influence of the 2D layered
supports. Nevertheless, by the utilization of more sophisticated nanoparticles concerning
shape or composition (core-shell or alloy), the catalytic behaviour could be further fine-tuned.
The application of small nanoparticles for heterogeneous catalysis requires the deposition onto
a supporting material to provide good dispersion and suppression of ripening processes. The
following Chapter 3.3 covers the utility of layered silicates and layered titanates as supports
for catalytically active nanoparticles.
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3.3 Layered materials as supports for nanoparticles
3.3.1 Layered silicates as supports
Pillared layered silicates were applied for catalytic reactions such as hydrocracking or organic
reactions utilizing their lewis and brønsted acid character.[71-73] Furthermore, as natural layered
silicates are very abundant and cheap, they were recognized as potential supporting materials
for catalytically active nanoparticles.[74] The confined space between the two layers was
supposed to stabilize and disperse nanoparticles effectively.
There are two commonly used synthesis strategies for the deposition of nanoparticles on/in
layered silicates: In situ generation by chemical treatment of precursors in the presence of the
layered silicate or intercalation of preformed nanoparticles. Moreover, the nanoparticle location
can be distinguished between the layers or only on the external surface.
For instance, γ-Fe2O3 nanoparticles of 10 – 30 nm size were precipitated on the outer surface
of stacked natural montmorillonite by adding NH4OH to a mixture of Fe2+/Fe3+ salts. The broad
size distribution of the nanoparticles was already the first hint that the external surface was
insufficient to stabilize the nanoparticles effectively. Moreover, rapid nanoparticle growth was
observed at temperatures as low as 400 °C.[75]
Nanoparticles can be generated between the layers by applying an in situ route. Interlayer
cations such as Li+ or Na+ are exchanged for a precursor species followed by chemical
treatment (e. g. reduction by NaBH4, hydrolysis, or hydrothermal ageing). This synthesis
strategy was expected to obtain very small nanoparticles as the confined space between the
layers would hamper the growth. Dekany and Király exchanged interlayer Na+ of natural
montmorillonite for Pd2+ followed by reduction.[70,

76, 77]

The expected size control was not

achieved as rather large nanoparticles of over 10 nm size with a broad size distribution were

Figure 5: A) TEM image of montmorillonite exchanged with Pd 2+ and reduced by ethanol. B) Schematic illustration
of the location of Pd nanoparticles in the layered silicate. [Reprinted from reference[70], Copyright (1996), with
permission from Elsevier]
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obtained. Furthermore, the basal reflection (001 reflection observed from powder X-ray
diffraction/PXRD) corresponding to the d spacing of two adjacent layers was not shifted to
higher values. Actually, that would be expected if nanometer-sized particles were located
between the layers. This observation was explained by the structure of the natural layered
silicate. Natural montmorillonite is very defective with many cavities and small platelets with a
maximum extension of about 200 nm. The nanoparticles grew either in the cavities or on the
external surface, where size control was lacking (Figure 5).
Pre-intercalated polymers such as polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) improved control over the
nanoparticle size. The polymer chains opened up the galleries and allowed the precursors to
penetrate the interlayer space more efficiently.[78, 79] Indeed, the Pd nanoparticle size was
lowered below 5 nm, and the size distribution was narrower. A drawback of this approach was
the occupancy of the interlayer space by the polymer chains that restrained the diffusion of
reactant molecules and also blocked the active metal surface.[79]
A variety of nanoparticle@layered silicate composites were synthesized and applied for
various catalytic reactions. Mühlhaupt et al.[80] intercalated Pd2+ in montmorillonite and reduced
it with hydrazine to Pd nanoparticles. Furthermore, they adsorbed a hydrophobic organic
molecule to the surface. This allowed a better dispersibility of the catalyst in organic solvents.
The catalyst was active in hydrogenation and Suzuki-Miyaura coupling. As no reference
catalyst was applied, the performance can be hardly assessed.
Other noble metals were also deposited by the chemical reduction method: Ag@layered
silicate[81] proved to have antimicrobial behaviour, Rh[82] or Ru[83] on montmorillonite were
applied for selective hydrogenation of alkenes. Nevertheless, the relatively large size of about
20 nm of Ru nanoparticles suggested a lack of size control by the layered silicate. [84] Smaller
nanoparticles are usually more active, and therefore, would be appreciated. Furthermore,
deposition of nanoparticles is not restricted to noble metals, but semiconductors such as
ZnO[85], CdS[86] or TiO2[87-89] were deposited on/in layered silicates as well.
Most of these studies have in common that the control of size and size distribution of the
formed nanoparticles was hardly feasible as defective natural layered silicates were applied.
It is often unclear whether the nanoparticles were located between the layers to take a possible
advantage of the confined space. For sure, this prohibits a detailed investigation of the
interactions between nanoparticles and layers.
The group of Breu used the synthetic NaHec that is superior over natural material for in situ
generation of nanoparticles between the layers. Na+ was exchanged for Pd2+, and
nanoparticles were obtained by microwave irradiation (Figure 6).[90]
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Figure 6: TEM image of a cross-section of Pd2+ exchanged NaHec followed by microwave treatment. The Hec
nanosheets encapsulated the Pd nanoparticles.[90]

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images revealed that elongated nanoparticles were
obtained as the confinement hampered the nanoparticle growth perpendicular to the
nanosheets to 2 - 3 nm, but the nanoparticles grew along with the layers to 7 - 8 nm. The more
serious problem over the size control was the flexibility[91] of the nanosheets that encapsulated
the nanoparticles. When the distance of adjacent nanoparticles was too high, the nanosheets
collapsed. These nanoparticles were not accessible anymore and thus not utilizable for
catalysis. This problem originated from the low density of nanoparticles that was restricted by
the inherent cation exchange capacity (cec) of NaHec. The cec of NaHec is relatively low with
121 mmol exchangeable monovalent ions per 100 g of NaHec.[11] This amount is halved for
divalent cations such as Pd2+, limiting the possible loading of Pd to about 6 wt%. Assuming a
Pd nanoparticle of 3.5 nm, there would be one nanoparticle per 1500 nm2 of interlayer space.
This low density of nanoparticles is not sufficient to generate a porous structure. A higher
nanoparticle density is required to avoid collapsing of the nanosheets, but this is only possible
by intercalating pre-synthesized nanoparticles. However, the intercalation of nanoparticles into
a stacked tactoid is unfavourable due to the kinetic hindrance of the nano-objects. Therefore,
the nanosheets have to be separated to several nanometers by delamination to facilitate the
diffusion of pre-synthesized nanoparticles between the nanosheets. The intended strategy is
displayed in Figure 7 on the basis of Pd nanoparticles. Only a few reports about intercalation
of pre-synthesised nanoparticles exploit a nematic phase of a layered silicate.[92] A possible
explanation that this approach has been somewhat overlooked so far is using natural layered
silicates. Due to impurities and inhomogeneities, natural montmorillonite does not
spontaneously delaminate into single nanosheets. It requires several demanding purification
steps to achieve delamination.
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Figure 7: Sketch of the intended intercalation strategy. Nanoparticles with a positive ζ potential are synthesized
first. NaHec is delaminated to a nematic phase with a nanosheet separation > 50 nm. The nanoparticles are added
to the nematic phase, whereupon the nanoparticles are captured between the nanosheets. Due to the high density
of nanoparticles, collapsing of the nanosheets is avoided. [Reprinted under the terms of CC BY 4.0 license from
reference[93]]

Belova et al.

[94-96]

developed a very interesting approach to intercalate pre-synthesized

nanoparticles worth mentioning. They synthesized small Au nanoparticles of 3.5 nm size and
intercalated those into a stacked tactoid by ultrasound treatment. The cavities formed by the
ultrasound jets damaged the montmorillonite and ripped holes into the surface, and the
nanoparticles could penetrate the interlayer space through these holes. However, it was
observable from TEM that the nanoparticles were located only on the external surface or in
close vicinity to the holes.

3.3.2 Layered titanates as supports
Layered titanates are semiconductors and offer great potential for photocatalysis. However,
the bandgap of 3.8 eV is even higher than 3.2 eV of anatase. [97] This allows exploiting only a
very small portion of the sunlight spectrum. The performance was enhanced by the deposition
of semiconductor nanoparticles with a narrower bandgap that increased charge separation or
served

for

sensitisation.

K0.66Ti1.73Li0.27O3.93

was

first

modified

with

3-(mercaptopropyl)trimethoxysilane to increase the distance between adjacent layers. It was
mixed with HAuCl4 and reduced by NaBH4. The as-received nanoparticles had a size of
3.5 nm. Due to the surface plasmon resonance of Au, the photocatalytic oxidation of benzene
to phenol was performed with high yield and selectivity.[98] A mesoporous composite was
obtained by intercalating a positively charged iron oxide colloid into an exfoliated layered
titanate. The composite photocatalyst was active for the degradation of pollutants, while the
single titanate or iron oxide were not active when illuminated with visible light (λ > 420 nm).[99]
Pre-synthesized anatase nanoparticles were tried to be intercalated between delaminated
L-titanate nanosheets, but TEM images revealed a somewhat disordered structure with a high
share of collapsed nanosheets. However, the disordered composite was efficient as a
photoanode in a solar cell.[100] Sasaki et al.[101] embedded citrate stabilized Au nanoparticles
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between L-titanate nanosheets by a layer-by-layer assembly. The coverage of Au by L-titanate
enhanced the plasmon resonance. As relatively low amounts of Au nanoparticles were applied,
the flexible nanosheets encapsulated the Au nanoparticles similar to what was observed for
Pd nanoparticles between NaHec. Thus, a high density of nanoparticles between the
nanosheets of L-titanate is mandatory for a porous network.
For layered titanates, most catalytic reactions aimed for photo- or electrocatalysis. However,
this class of layered materials may also be promising for (high temperature) oxidation catalysis
as TiO2 is a proven support for this type of reaction. Factors influencing the activity of
nanoparticles are discussed in the next Chapter 3.4.
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3.4 Fundamentals of catalysis
3.4.1 Interaction of nanoparticles and supports
As already mentioned, small nanoparticles have a high surface to volume ratio, and surface
species are unsaturated. Thus, they are in an energetically unfavourable state and tend to
minimize their surface via different mechanisms (e. g. agglomeration or Ostwald ripening). [102]
Even though this leads to an energetically more favourable state, it normally causes catalyst
deactivation. For this reason, nanoparticles are deposited in low loadings on supporting
materials with a high surface to ensure a maximum distance of nanoparticles to each other.
Indeed, maintaining the high dispersion of nanoparticles is one essential function of supports
that becomes even more challenging at realistic reaction conditions, often including elevated
temperatures.[103] Deposition on a porous support surface is often not sufficient to prevent
catalyst deactivation, which led to more sophisticated support structures. Incorporating
nanoparticles in a support matrix[66, 68, 69] or coating nanoparticles with a porous shell[104-107] are
examples of already applied strategies. For this reason, sandwiching nanoparticles between
charged layers is a promising strategy to reduce nanoparticle mobility and growth. This is
studied in Chapter 6.1 based on iron oxide nanoparticles.
Apart from the function of stabilisation, the scientific effort has demonstrated that supports
have a significant impact on catalyst reactivity.[108] There is a huge variety of possible
interactions between nanoparticles and supports. Some important ones are electronic metalsupport interactions (EMSI), strong metal-support interactions (SMSI), spillover phenomena,
and influence on the morphology of the deposited nanoparticle.
Transfer of charge between nanoparticle and support is called electronic metal-support
interaction (EMSI). In close contact, nanoparticle and support try to equilibrate differences in
their Fermi levels and chemical potentials and the direction of the charge flow and extend
depends on the involved species.[108] Model systems of small Pt[109, 110] or Ir[111] clusters and Pd
cubes[112] deposited on CeO2 proved that electrons were transferred from the noble metal to
the support. An increased amount of the reduced Ce3+ species determined by X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) convincingly evidenced that the clusters/nanoparticles were
in a partially oxidized state Mδ+. Au nanoparticles deposited on MoOx demonstrated a charge
transfer from support to noble metal.[113] In this combination, the electron flow directed towards
Au that charged the Au surface negatively.
The impact of this charge on the catalytic performance was evaluated for several systems:
Positively charged Pd[114] or Au[115] species showed a higher catalytic activity for the oxidation
of CO to CO2. The lack of electrons in the noble metal was discussed to lower the adsorption
energy of CO, which led to a reduced CO poisoning[116] and reduced reaction barriers.[117]
These model studies demonstrated that tuning the surface charge of a noble metal is crucial
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for optimising the catalyst performance. A partially positively charged surface of Pd was also
exploited in Chapter 6.2 for an improved activity for CO oxidation at lower temperatures.
Strong metal-support interactions (SMSI) in its classical sense cause the migration of
suboxides onto the metal nanoparticle and lead to a (partial) coverage.[108,

118]

This

phenomenon was observed for the industrial used Cu/ZnO/Al2O3 catalyst applied for methanol
synthesis[118] or Au nanoparticles on TiO2.[119] It can have both advantages and disadvantages:
When the metal is entirely overgrown by the oxide, this might lead to complete catalyst
deactivation. As long as this overlayer is porous, the catalytic performance and selectivity
might be significantly enhanced as reactive interface sites might be more active than individual
metal or support.[120]
The interface between noble metal and oxide support is of great importance as support and
metal might activate different reactants or catalyse different reactions. Furthermore, an
adsorbed species might be activated on one surface and then migrate to another surface called
spillover.[121] The right choice of support can even change the reaction mechanism, which will
be explained on the basis of CO oxidation over noble metals. The bonding situation of CO to
the surface of a noble metal such as Pd can be explained by the Bhyholder model.[122] A σ-bond
is formed by overlapping of 5σ orbital of the carbon atom and an empty d orbital of the metal.
Furthermore, π back donation occurs from an occupied d metal orbital to the anti-bonding 2π*
orbital of CO. This creates a very strong bond between CO and noble metals at low
temperatures. CO blocks the surface and desorbs only at higher temperatures (typically
> 130 °C) which also explains why CO is regarded as a poison for noble metals in low
temperature catalysis. CO oxidation over non-reducible support such as Al2O3 proceeds
typically via the competitive Langmuir-Hinshelwood mechanism (Figure 8A).[123] The oxidation
occurs on the metal surface and requires both CO and O2 to adsorb on the metal. As already
mentioned, at low temperatures, the metal surface is covered by CO, and it requires sufficient

Figure 8: Two possible mechanisms for the total oxidation of CO. A) Langmuir-Hinshelwood mechanism: Both O2
and CO adsorb on the noble metal surface. B) Mars-van Krevelen mechanism: oxygen is activated and donated
via the oxygen lattice of the support.
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high temperatures so that O2 can co-adsorb to initiate the reaction.[114] It explains why noble
metals suffer from low activity for CO oxidation at temperatures below 100 °C. This is a severe
problem for exhaust gas purification right after the engine start. The cold catalyst cannot
oxidize CO, and thus, toxic CO is emitted into the environment.
Reducible oxides such as TiO2 or CeO2 are supports that can overcome this problem.[124-131]
These materials can switch easily between oxidation states (Ti4+ ↔ Ti3+ or Ce4+ ↔ Ce3+). The
reduction of the metal is accompanied by the release of lattice oxygen to maintain charge
balance. In turn, this lattice oxygen can be donated to the oxide/metal, called oxygen storage
capacity. The vacancy in the oxide lattice is refilled by O2 from the gas phase in a later step of
the catalytic reaction. This avoids the necessity of O2 to adsorb directly to the noble metal
surface and allows the reaction to proceed already at lower temperatures. This reaction type
is called the Mars-van Krevelen mechanism (Figure 8B). For this type of mechanism, model
catalysts with different Pd/CeO2 interface extensions demonstrated that a high interface is
crucial for high catalytic performance.[132] The higher the interface was, the higher was the
catalytic activity for the oxidation of CO. A high interface between a reducible oxide and metal
was established in Chapter 6.4 by sandwiching Pd nanoparticles between two layers of Ltitanate.
The last influencing factor to be mentioned is the influence on the morphology of a
nanoparticle. The adhesion energy between support and metal affects the mobility of the
nanoparticles and influences their shape.[133] This leads to the exposure of different facets that
can have different catalytic activities.[134]

3.4.2 Learning from layered model systems
Knowledge about catalysis is often drawn from model systems having very defined structures
and tuneable complexity. Understanding the fundamental processes that appear at the surface
of the catalyst is of great importance for catalyst tuning.[135] In recent years, ultrathin layers of
an oxide such as MgO, Al2O3, or SiOx deposited on a flat metal surface gained much scientific
interest. The thickness of such a layer ranges from a monolayer to a few layers (Figure 9A).
As sophisticated methods such as vapour phase deposition are applied, very defined
structures can be obtained. Those, in turn, can be studied deeply by techniques such as XPS,
scanning tunneling microscopy (STM), infrared reflection absorption spectroscopy (IRAS) or
atomic force microscopy (AFM), and computational methods can support findings. [135] These
model systems demonstrated that electrons could tunnel through a thin but insulating oxide
layer: For instance, electrons tunneled from an underlying Ag(001) surface through a
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Figure 9: Illustration of model systems of oxide layers deposited on flat metal surfaces. A) Sketch of a closed silica
bilayer on a Pd (111) surface. [Adapted from reference[137], Copyright (2018), with permission from Elsevier]
B) STM image of FeO2-x islands on a Pt (111) surface. [Adapted with permission from reference[138]. © 2018 WileyVCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim]

sufficiently thin layer of MgO.[136] When an organic molecule adsorbs to the oxide surface, the
tunnelling electron can polarize or even charge this molecule. This cannot only change the
strength of bonding but even the bonding mode. The extent and direction of the charge flow
depend on the HOMO and LUMO levels of the adsorbate molecule and the Fermi level of the
underlying metal. The tunnelling of electrons through the insulating oxide layer is not restricted
to molecules but can also affect metal clusters. Au deposited on MgO/Mo(111) led to tunnelling
of electrons from Mo to the more electronegative Au and, finally, negatively charged Au
clusters.[136,

139]

These charged species can take a significant influence on the catalytic

reaction, as mentioned in the previous Chapter 3.4.1.
However, there is also evidence that a thin layer of oxide deposited on metal influences the
electronic structure of the underlying metal. At the interface between metal and oxide, a charge
displacement can appear, which creates a dipole. The charge displacement arises either from
a charge transfer of electrons between oxide and metal or from compressive electrostatic
effects.[140] This charge displacement alters the metal work function significantly.[141] Density
functional theory (DFT) calculations demonstrated that SiO2 and TiO2 layers on Mo(100) or
Mo(112) increased the metal work function by 0.5 – 1 eV due to charge transfer from Mo to
the oxide interface, which is in agreement with experimental results. [142] Furthermore, charge
transfer was computationally studied for a monolayer of lepidocrocite-type titanate deposited
either on Pt(111) or Ag(100).[143] The charge transfer from the noble metal to the oxide layer
was pronounced for Ag compared to Pt. The accumulation of charge on the oxide reduced the
H2 adsorption capacity and disfavoured homolytic splitting for the Ag supported film.
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Moreover, only submonolayers of an oxide can be deposited onto a metal surface, leading to
the formation of oxide islands (Figure 9B).[138] The reactive interface at the perimeter leads to
a further pushing of the catalytic performance. Pt(111) was partially covered with FeOx, and
the structure was studied by STM and tested for the oxidation of CO. The film underwent a
restructuring process depending on the partial pressures of CO and O2, and the already
mentioned Mars-van Krevelen mechanism was evidenced for this system.[144, 145]
Based on the above explanation, there is clear evidence from model systems that ultrathin
oxide layers influence the electronic structure and catalytic activity of noble metals.[52] Even
though these model catalysts can be produced with excellent precision, transferring this
knowledge to improve real catalysts is still challenging. [137, 146-148]
In this context, layered oxides such as NaHec or L-titanate are of great potential as they are a
source of well-defined subnanometer thin oxide nanosheets. By intercalating nanoparticles
between the nanosheets, the model catalysts can be effectively mimicked at a larger scale to
be more suitable for real applications. The idea of mimicking the well-studied model catalysts
are picked up in Chapter 6.2 and Chapter 6.4.

3.4.3 Oxidation catalysis
In this work, the total oxidation of CO to CO2 is applied as a model catalytic reaction to
investigate the catalytic performance of the sandwiched catalysts. Its simple character makes
it one of the most studied heterogeneous catalytic reactions. However, this reaction is also
vital for exhaust gas purification due to the highly toxic CO.[149] Furthermore, CO responds very
sensitively to changes in the catalytic system. For instance, the reaction is strongly dependent
on the applied support that can even change the reaction mechanism (Chapter 3.4.1).
Furthermore, a charged surface of the noble metal can influence the adsorption behaviour of
CO due to an altered back donation capacity of electron density to CO.
A common way of measuring the catalytic performance of a total oxidation reaction is recording
light-off curves. The solid catalyst is placed in a fixed bed reactor, and the reactant gas mixture
flows through the catalyst bed. The catalyst bed temperature is stepwise increased, and the
course of the conversion or reaction rate as a function of the temperature is recorded. A typical
light-off curve is sketched in Figure 10. At low temperatures (section 1), the reaction rate slowly
increases with increasing temperature as the reaction is under kinetic control.[150] The increase
is proportional to the activation energy of the catalyst. At low conversions (typically below
10 %), the apparent activation energy EA can be determined by the Arrhenius plot (logarithmic
plot of the reaction rate against the inverse temperature). Ideally, the relationship is linear, and
EA can be calculated by:
𝐸𝐴 = − 𝑎 ⋅ 𝑅

(1)
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Figure 10: Typical light-off curve for a total oxidation reaction over a noble metal catalyst.

a is the slope of the fitted line, and R is the universal gas constant.
As combustion reactions are typically exothermic, the catalyst warms up with increasing
reaction rate, and the reaction rate rises steeply (section 2, Figure 10). It is said that the
catalyst “lights-off”.[150] At higher temperature, the light-off curve flattens (section 3, Figure 10).
In this region, heat and mass limitations become rate-determining, depending on factors such
as the porosity of the catalyst or the reactor design. It should be mentioned that at even higher
temperatures, the homogenous gas phase reaction can also occur.[150] A measure for
performance is the temperature of 50 % conversion (T 50) or 100 % conversion (T100) and the
activation energy. One scientific endeavour is the increase of catalytic performance at lower
temperatures. When the reaction requires lower temperatures, the threat of catalyst
deactivation via nanoparticle ripening is often diminished. In addition, in the case of exhaust
gas purification, this reduces the required time for warming the catalyst after the engine start
to its working temperature. This leads to lower pollution of toxic volatiles to the environment.
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3.5 Hydrogen storage
This thesis mainly focuses on the advantages of the unique sandwich architecture concerning
catalytic or stability properties. However, Pd intercalated NaHec was also applied for H2
sorption in Chapter 6.3. Pd is a transition metal with a high DOS near the Fermi level, allowing
Pd to absorb high volumes of H2 at ambient pressure and temperature.[151] Materials with a
high surface area such as activated carbon[152] or metal-organic frameworks[153] can adsorb H2
physically, but this requires very low temperatures or high pressures. Metal hydrides such as
NaBH4, which form chemical bonds, require high temperatures to release H2.[154] In contrast,
Pd can release H2 at ambient temperatures.
Pd demonstrates a clear nano-size effect concerning its H2 storage capacity.[50] In general, the
amount of H2 that Pd can absorb depends on the DOS at the Fermi level that is altered for
nanoparticles (Figure 4). As the DOS at the Fermi level decreases with the size of the
nanoparticles, the storage capacity for H2 decreases. For instance, at 303 K, bulk Pd can
absorb 0.65 H/Pd at a pressure of 101 kPa while nano-sized Pd of 2.6 nm size absorbs only
0.38 H/Pd.[50] However, nanoparticles have the advantage of a faster sorption kinetic due to
shortened diffusion paths in the material. Research efforts tried to tune the electronic states of
nanoparticulate Pd to increase the maximum sorption capacity as the amount of H2 that can
be absorbed is proportional to the holes in the 4d band of Pd.[155] When Pd was alloyed with Ir
(replacement of 20 at% of Pd by Ir), the H2 storage capacity doubled.[156] This was attributed
to a charge transfer from Pd to Ir that increased the number of holes in the Pd 4d band.
Furthermore, when Pd nanoparticles were covered with the metal-organic framework
HKUST-1, a charge transfer from Pd to Cu-O groups of the linker was observed that also
enhanced H2 sorption.[157] The charge transfer was identified by a shift of the XPS Pd 3d signal
to higher binding energy (BE) values. This was interpreted in terms of an electron deficient Pd
species. Furthermore, the shift of the Cu 2p signal to lower BE compared to pristine HKUST-1
implied the electron transfer from Pd to the MOF linker groups. These findings demonstrated
that partially positively charged Pd species are superior for the H2 storage capacity over neutral
ones. The influence of the confinement of Pd nanoparticles by the Hec nanosheets was
investigated in Chapter 6.3 for its impact on the storage capacity of H2.
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3.6 Scope of this thesis
Noble metal nanoparticles are highly reactive catalysts for many (industrial) reactions. For
instance, Pd is very active in oxidation reactions which are crucial for exhaust gas purification.
However, the low abundance and high costs of precious metals make it mandatory to push
their activity and/or selectivity further and minimize their deactivation with time on stream. Size,
shape and composition are possible optimisation strategies on the nanoparticle side. On the
other side, the supporting material can influence the catalytic behaviour of nanoparticles.
Model catalysts based on ultrathin oxide layers deposited on flat metal surfaces have
demonstrated that the oxide layer alters the electronic structure and modifies the catalytic
activity of a noble metal. The preparation methods for the model catalysts are very demanding
and allow only fabrication at very small scales. However, a larger scale of oxide layers is
essential for an application in industrial processes. Layered materials such as NaHec comprise
hundreds of stacked ultrathin oxide layers with cations in between that can be separated into
single nanosheets when immersed in water. This offers the possibility to get access to a large
scale source of well-defined oxide layers.
The presented work aimed to design and develop a modular concept for intercalating
nanoparticles between swellable 2D layered materials. The influence of the confinement by
two ultrathin oxidic nanosheets on the nanoparticles was evaluated for temperature stability,
catalysis and H2 sorption. This led to a library of nanoparticles and layered supports that can
be combined to obtain tailor-made catalysts for the desired application. This thesis addressed
the following research steps:


Synthesis of nanoparticles with suitable properties for the intercalation process,
including colloidal stability in water and positive ζ potential.



Intercalation of nanoparticles between NaHec nanosheets by using a nematic phase.



Structural characterisation of the intended sandwich-like architecture concerning the
necessary loading to obtain a porous structure.



Investigation of the influence of the sandwich-like confinement on the thermal stability
employing γ-Fe2O3 at a very high density of nanoparticles.



Investigation of the influence of the charged nanosheets on the electronic (surface)
structure of Pd and its influence on the catalytic activity for CO oxidation.



Probing the impact of the sandwich-like confinement for other applications such as H2
storage.



Transferring the intercalation strategy to a nematic L-titanate phase and evaluating its
impact on the catalytic performance of Pd nanoparticles.
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4 Synopsis
The presented cumulative thesis includes four manuscripts and the german translation of one
article. The manuscripts present a modular strategy to intercalate various kinds of
nanoparticles into swellable 2D layered materials. The synthesis strategy is based on
delamination of the layered materials to a nematic liquid crystalline phase to capture presynthesized nanoparticles between the nanosheets. Four manuscripts focus on NaHec as the
supporting material and different types of nanoparticles (γ-Fe2O3, Pd), while the last one
applies L-titanate as a second 2D layered support. In addition to demonstrating the modular
concept, each manuscript deals with beneficial aspects of the special sandwich architecture,
such as improved stability, enhanced catalytic activity or H2 storage capacity. (graphical
synopsis: Figure 11).

Figure 11: Graphical synopsis of this thesis demonstrating the modular intercalation concept. In step 1), γ-Fe2O3 are
intercalated between the nanosheets of NaHec and tested for their stability at high temperatures. In step 2), Pd
nanoparticles are intercalated between NaHec nanosheets and the influence on the nanoparticle surface charge and
influence on catalytic activity and H2 uptake are investigated. In step 3), the intercalation concept is extended to a
nematic phase of L-titanate and the catalyst is probed for its oxidation performance.
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Chapter 4.1 and the publication “High Temperature Stable Maghemite Nanoparticles
Sandwiched between Hectorite Nanosheets” (Chapter 6.1) serve as a feasibility study as the
intercalation of preformed nanoparticles exploiting a liquid crystalline nematic phase of a
layered silicate is rather unexplored. Therefore, γ-Fe2O3 nanoparticles with suitable properties
are applied as a first nanoparticle species. The obtained sandwich-like structure is
characterized to identify advantages over in situ generation of nanoparticles between the
nanosheets. In addition, the influence of the sandwich confinement on the thermal stability of
γ-Fe2O3 is investigated.
In Chapter 4.2 and the publication “Nanoparticles Supported on Sub-Nanometer Oxide Films:
Scaling Model Systems to Bulk Materials” (Chapter 6.2), the intercalation concept is extended
to the intercalation of small Pd nanoparticles. It is known for layered model systems that
electronic interactions between metal and support exist (Chapter 3.4.2). Thus, this study
focuses on possible electronic interactions between Hec and Pd. The structure of sandwiched
nanoparticles is further applied in catalysis to identify the influence of the very special catalyst
architecture. The publication claims that exploiting a nematic phase of a swellable 2D layered
material such as NaHec is a scalable approach to mimic the model systems obtained by
sophisticated but poorly scalable methods such as vapour phase deposition.
Chapter 4.3 and the publication “Enhancing Hydrogen Storage Capacity of Pd Nanoparticles
by Sandwiching between Inorganic Nanosheets” (Chapter 6.3) identify another possible
application for Pd nanoparticles sandwiched between Hec nanosheets. The H2 storage
capacity of Pd nanoparticles depends on the electronic states near the Fermi level. The study
elaborates an increased H2 storage capacity due to electron-deficient Pd nanoparticles as a
result of the influence of the Hec nanosheets.
So far, two different types of nanoparticles were applied, but the layered material was always
NaHec. To confirm the modular concept claimed above, Chapter 4.4 and the publication
“Enhancing the Catalytic Activity of Palladium Nanoparticles via Sandwich-Like Confinement
by Thin Titanate Nanosheets” (Chapter 6.4) apply the developed intercalation strategy to the
2D layered material L-titanate. This publication identifies electronic interactions between
nanoparticles and support, but in relation to Chapter 6.2, the catalytic activity for the oxidation
of CO increases significantly. Furthermore, the study applies kinetic experiments to identify the
possible reaction mechanism to explain this enhanced catalytic activity.
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4.1 High Temperature Stable Maghemite Nanoparticles Sandwiched between
Hectorite Nanosheets
In Chapter 3.3.1, it was already explained that the exchange of interlayer cations followed by
chemical treatment is insufficient to obtain catalysts with a high accessible surface as the
flexible nanosheets would encapsulate the nanoparticles. A higher nanoparticle density is
mandatory to generate a porous structure, but the intrinsic cec of NaHec is the limit.
Furthermore, some nanoparticles such as iron oxide are even unsuitable for in situ generation
in the interlayer space. Fe3+ salts dissolved in water induce an acidic pH between 3 and 4.
NaHec already starts dissolving at this low pH, which prohibits the proper exchange of Na+ for
Fe3+ without harming the Hec. Adjustment of the pH before intercalation is not possible
because an increase of the pH leads to rapid precipitation of iron(oxy)hydroxides. For this
reason, iron oxide nanoparticles have to be synthesized first and modified to carry a positive
surface charge at a pH ≥ 5. However, intercalation of pre-synthesized nanoparticles between
the nanosheets of a stacked tactoid is kinetically unfavourable. Delamination of a 2D layered
material to single nanosheets with a sufficient high separation of adjacent layers might solve
this problem, but this approach has rather been overlooked so far.
This publication addresses the intercalation of preformed γ-Fe2O3 nanoparticles as a proof of
principle that a nematic liquid crystalline phase of NaHec is sufficient to capture high amounts
of nanoparticles between the nanosheets. As NaHec delaminates in water and the nanosheets
carry a permanent negative charge, two crucial requirements for the nanoparticles are a stable
dispersion in water and a positive surface potential. Therefore, iron oxide nanoparticles were
synthesized on the application of a modified polyol method.[158,

159]

FeCl2·4 H2O and

FeCl3·6 H2O were dissolved in a molar ratio of 2:1 in diethylene glycol (DEG). DEG acted as
both solvent and complexing agent for the iron species. NaOH was added for the hydrolysis at
higher temperatures. The formed metal-organic complexes prevented the iron species from
precipitation at the initial basic pH. When heated with a controlled ramp of 2 K·min-1 to the
boiling point of DEG at about 220 °C, nanoparticles formed. According to TEM, the heating
ramp allowed the synthesis of nanoparticles with a narrow size distribution of (5.5 ± 1.1) nm.
DEG also served as an initial ligand to stabilize the as-synthesized nanoparticles from
agglomeration. Post synthesis, the nanoparticle surface was modified with the organic ligand
phosphocholine that enabled stable dispersion of the nanoparticles in water. Furthermore, the
quaternary ammonium group led to a positive ζ potential of + 42 mV at a pH of 7. According to
Mößbauer spectroscopy at 4.2 K, the obtained iron oxide phase was γ-Fe2O3. Even though
Fe2+ was in the initial precursor solution, the isomeric shift and the hyperfine field splitting
indicated Fe3+ in the inverse spinel structure of γ-Fe2O3. As the nanoparticles were handled
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neither under inert gas atmosphere after synthesis nor was the water degassed, Fe2+ readily
oxidized due to the high surface of the small nanoparticles.
NaHec was immersed in water (1 wt% solid content) until full delamination to yield a nanosheet
separation of about 100 nm. Nanoparticles were added in excess to the Hec dispersion under
vigorous stirring. After addition, flocculation occurred due to coagulation of the oppositely
charged species. The dispersion was still coloured from the remaining nanoparticles that were
not intercalated. This implied that only the amount necessary for the charge balance was
intercalated. The flocculate was easy to be separated either by centrifugation or by application
of a magnet.
The iron oxide content of the obtained composite (γ-Fe2O3/NaHec) was as high as 64 wt%.
Furthermore, Na+ was not found in the composite, indicating a complete ion exchange. It
should be noted that even at this high loading, a mesoporous structure was obtained with a
median pore size of 5.5 nm and a BET surface of 237 m² g-1. This high loading was necessary
to obtain a porous structure as a composite with only 40 wt% of γ-Fe2O3 was still not porous
(unpublished result).
PXRD of a textured sample revealed a 00l series corresponding to the distance of two adjacent
nanosheets. The basal 001 reflection was found at 1.3° 2 Θ (Cu anode) corresponding to
6.9 nm, which is in good agreement with the expected sum of the nanoparticle size of 5.5 nm
and the thickness of one Hec nanosheet of ~ 1 nm (Figure 12A). Furthermore, TEM images
of ultramicrotome slices demonstrated that the nanoparticles were successfully sandwiched

Figure 12: Structural characterisation of the lamellar Structure of γ-Fe2O3/NaHec. A) PXRD showing a shift of the
basal spacing of Hec due to the intercalation of nanoparticles (red) in comparison to the basal reflection of NaHec
(black). B) TEM image of ultramicrotome slice of iron oxide nanoparticles between the nanosheets of Hec.
[Adapted under the terms of CC BY 4.0 license from reference[160]]
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between Hec nanosheets (Figure 12B). The distance of the adjacent layers (TEM) was in
accordance with the PXRD findings.
After successful intercalation and verification of an achieved sandwich-like structure, this
special confinement from two directions was tested for its capability of stabilizing the
nanoparticles against heat treatment. An efficient catalyst requires to stand high temperatures
without rapid deactivation due to nanoparticle ripening processes. Here, NaHec offers another
critical advantage over natural layered silicates. The anion lattice of NaHec is completed by F-,
while OH- serves this purpose in natural materials. Dihydroxylation that damages the layers
commences at about 500 °C. In contrast, F- containing NaHec can stand temperatures up to
800 °C.
γ-Fe2O3/NaHec was annealed at 700 °C in the air for 20 h to probe the influence of the
sandwich-like confinement on the sinter stability. After the treatment, PXRD did not show a
narrowing of the broad γ-Fe2O3 reflections that would suggest an increase in the size of
coherent scattering domains (Figure 13A). Reflections such as the 2/11 band at 7.1° 2 Θ (Ag
anode) derived from the crystalline nanosheet were still present that implied that the layered
structure survived the heat treatment. According to TEM micrographs, the nanoparticles
retained their size (Figure 13B and C). Furthermore, no significant loss of surface appeared.
Even at such a high density of nanoparticles, no obvious ripening process occurred.
Mößbauer spectroscopy at room temperature revealed a quadrupole doublet characteristic for
fast superparamagnetic relaxation processes of small γ-Fe2O3 nanoparticles. Measurement at
4.2 K revealed signals still matching γ-Fe2O3. No phase transition from the metastable γ-Fe2O3
to α-Fe2O3 appeared even at 700 °C. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) further confirmed
this finding as an endothermic peak corresponding to the phase transition commencing at
about 750 °C was observed. The phase transition of bulk γ-Fe2O3 appears at about

Figure 13: A) PXRD of γ-Fe2O3/NaHec before and after treatment at 700 °C and 800 °C for 20 h. B) TEM image
of γ-Fe2O3/NaHec after synthesis showing a homogenous distribution of nanoparticles. The white box is magnified
in the inset. C) γ-Fe2O3/NaHec after treatment at 700 °C showing no ripened nanoparticles. [Adapted under the
terms of CC BY 4.0 license from reference[160]]
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300 - 350 °C.[161] The retarded phase transition was explained by altered thermodynamic
stabilities of the iron oxide phases at the nanoscale.[162, 163] The phase transition only occurred
above a certain threshold size of about 10 nm.[164-166] This was an additional proof that
nanoparticles must have retained their size upon heat treatment. Only above the thermal
stability of Hec at about 800 °C, the stabilisation effect faded and nanoparticle growth was
observed accompanied by the phase transition to α-Fe2O3. As a control experiment, the
nanoparticles were dried without support. Sharp reflections of α-Fe2O3 indicating a
microcrystalline powder were already observed at temperatures above 400 °C as determined
by PXRD, which means that the sandwich confinement increased sinter stability at least by
300 K.
This publication provided proof that exploiting a nematic liquid crystalline phase of a 2D layered
material is viable for intercalating nanoparticles and obtaining an ordered lamellar structure.
Furthermore, it was also shown that this special sandwich architecture retarded nanoparticle
mobility and suppressed sintering effects. This demonstrated the possible utility for high
temperature applications of such a sandwich-like structure.
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4.2 Nanoparticles Supported on Sub-Nanometer Oxide Films: Scaling Model
Systems to Bulk Materials
As already mentioned in Chapter 3.4.2, thin layers of oxides alter the catalytic performance of
metal nanoparticles. However, it was only studied for model catalysts requiring demanding
synthesis strategies, restricting their potential use to only small scale applications. However,
oxidic silicate nanosheets of sub-nanometer size can be obtained on a large scale by
delamination of NaHec. The scope was to synthesize a “bulk version” of these model catalysts
and investigate the influence of the special sandwich-architecture on the catalytic activity of Pd
nanoparticles.
Pd nanoparticles that were dispersible in water were synthesized by a modified literature
method.[167] Na2[PdCl4] and 4-dimethylaminopyridine (DMAP) were dissolved in water to form
a complex that was reduced by NaBH4. The core size of the nanoparticles was (3.5 ± 0.5) nm,
according to TEM. The positive ζ potential was adjustable by pH variation between + 14 mV to
+ 34 mV, whereas the layer charge was independent of pH.
The solid content of the NaHec dispersion was increased to 1.5 wt% (nanosheet separation of
about 60 nm according to small-angle X-ray scattering) to make larger scales possible. Scales
up to about 1 g of catalysts were synthesized and successfully manageable. NaHec was added
to the nanoparticles either at a pH of 9.5 (ζ potential: 28 mV) or 10.8 (22 mV). With the variation
of the ζ potential, the number of intercalated nanoparticles was controllable. At 22 mV, the
loading was as high as 72 wt% Pd (Hec@Pd72@Hec) and 65 wt% (Hec@Pd65@Hec) at
28 mV. Elemental analysis (CHN), XPS, and scanning electron microscopy coupled with
energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (SEM-EDS) revealed that neither Na+ nor organic
molecules remained in the structure after washing. This strongly suggested that the
nanoparticles were responsible for the charge balance of the negatively charged nanosheets.
After intercalation, an ordered lamellar structure was observed for Hec@Pd65@Hec (Figure
14A). The architecture mimicked the ideal structure of a metal (partially) covered by a thin
oxide layer. On the contrary, for Hec@Pd72@Hec, some agglomerated nanoparticles were
observed in the interlayer space (Figure 14B). The surface potential was too low to achieve
charge balance with only one layer of nanoparticles. A rational 00l series with a periodicity of
4.7 nm implied a high degree of crystalline order along the stacking direction of
Hec@Pd65@Hec. BET and CO chemisorption gave evidence for a mesoporous structure and
accessible Pd surface of Hec@Pd65@Hec. The metal dispersion was 24 %. The catalytic
activity was probed for CO oxidation. For comparison, the same nanoparticles used for
Hec@Pd@Hec were also deposited on γ-Al2O3 (Pdext@Al2O3) as a standard catalyst support
and on the external surface of non-swollen NaHec (Pdext@Hec). The Pd loading of the
references was only 1 wt% to avoid agglomeration during the deposition process.
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Figure 14: TEM micrographs of cross-sections of A) Hec@Pd65@Hec showing a lamellar structure of Pd
nanoparticles between hectorite nanosheets. The inset shows that a mesopore was opposite a nanoparticle. B)
Hec@Pd72@Hec showing some Pd agglomerates between the nanosheets. [Adapted under the terms of CC BY
4.0 license from reference[93]]

The catalytic performance of Hec@Pd65@Hec was the highest with a T 50 already at 145 °C.
The T50 values of Hec@Pd72@Hec and Pdext@Hec were already higher, with 163 °C and
172 °C, respectively. The same nanoparticles on the standard support γ-Al2O3 showed the
worst performance with a T50 of 191 °C (Figure 15A).
XP spectra of Hec@Pd65@Hec revealed the Pd 3d5/2 signal at a binding energy (BE) of
335.8 eV (Figure 15B). This was considerably shifted from 335.0 eV reported for bulk Pd.[168]
Such a shift was interpreted in terms of a slightly electron-deficient Pd species, which is
reasonable as the Pd nanoparticles have to carry a positive charge to balance the negative
layer charge of Hec.[169] In contrast, the BE values determined for Pdext@Al2O3, Pdext@Hec,
and Hec@Pd72@Hec were 335.2 eV, 335.3 eV, and 335.5 eV, respectively. The BE of

Figure 15: A) Light-off curves of Hec@Pd65@Hec (black), Hec@Pd72@Hec (blue), Pd ext@Hec (red), and
Pdext@Al2O3 (brown) for the oxidation of CO. Conditions: 50 mL min-1 (1 vol% CO, 1 vol% O2 balanced by N2),
1 mg Pd per catalysis. B) XP spectra of Pd 3d region of Hec@Pd65@Hec (red) and Pd ext@Al2O3 (black). C) CODRIFT spectra of the C-O stretching region at room temperature of Hec@Pd65@Hec (red) and Pd ext@Al2O3
(black). [Adapted under the terms of CC BY 4.0 license from reference[93]]
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Hec@Pd72@Hec was less shifted than Hec@Pd65@Hec that might be attributed to the lower
ζ potential of the nanoparticles applied in the intercalation process and due to the agglomerates
in the interlayer space. As the signal of Pdext@Hec was at 335.3 eV, the sandwich-confinement
between two nanosheets seems to be crucial for a maximized shift. Furthermore, a clear trend
between the BE shift and the T50 values was observed. The T50 decreased with a larger shift
of the Pd 3d BE to higher values.
According to diffuse reflectance infrared Fourier transform spectroscopy (CO-DRIFTS) of
chemisorbed CO to the Pd surface, a shift of the C-O stretching vibrations of Hec@Pd65@Hec
to higher wavenumbers as compared to Pdext@Al2O3 was observed (Figure 15C). When less
electron density from Pd can be donated to the 2π* orbital of CO, the internal C-O bond is
strengthened, leading to a wavenumber shift to higher values. DFT calculations supported that
the adsorption energy of CO to a positive Pd surface was reduced as compared to the neutral
surface. On the contrary, the adsorption energy of O2 was hardly effected by charge. Thus, the
higher catalytic activity was explained with two reasons. First, the slightly positive surface of
Pd led to weaker binding of CO to the Pd surface. When CO desorbs at lower temperatures to
allow O2 to co-adsorb, the reaction can start already at lower temperatures. Second, DFT
calculations proved that charge reduces the activation barriers of the catalytic cycle. [117] This
was in accordance with the finding that the activity increased with larger BE shifts observed
from XPS. The obvious reason for the positively charged surface of Pd was the necessity of
balancing the negative charge of the Hec nanosheets. However, as mentioned in Chapter
3.4.2, electronic interactions between layered oxides and metals were already observed for
model systems. Therefore, electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) was performed to

Figure 16: EEL spectra at the Si L2,3 edge of Hec@Pd65@Hec (red) and pristine NaHec (black). [Reprinted under
the terms of CC BY 4.0 license from reference[93]]
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investigate whether such an electronic interaction could also appear in the special architecture
of Hec@Pd65@Hec that was supposed to mimic the model systems. A shift of both Si K and
L2,3 edge (Figure 16) to lower energy losses compared to pristine NaHec was observed. This
implied a slightly reduced Si4-x species. These findings suggested that some electron density
was transferred from the sandwiched Pd nanoparticles to the oxidic nanosheets implying
electronic interactions between nanoparticles and nanosheets.
This publication proved that intercalation of noble metal nanoparticles between oxide
nanosheets exploiting a liquid crystalline nematic phase of NaHec is a suitable strategy to
synthesize a “bulk version” of previous model systems. The altered electronic surface structure
of Pd improved the catalytic activity for the oxidation of CO and demonstrated that tuning the
surface charge is a crucial parameter to enhance catalytic performance. The strategy is for
sure extendable to other catalytic reactions besides CO oxidation.
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4.3 Enhancing

Hydrogen Storage

Capacity of

Pd Nanoparticles

by

Sandwiching between Inorganic Nanosheets
The previous chapter demonstrated that Pd nanoparticles intercalated between Hec
nanosheets carry a positive surface charge due to charge balancing and electronic interactions
between the oxidic nanosheets and Pd nanoparticles. The enhanced catalytic activity was
attributed to the positive Pd surface.
Another application to take advantage of an electron-deficient Pd species is H2 storage. The
maximum amount of H2 that can be absorbed is related to the number of holes in the 4d band
(Chapter 3.5), so an electron-deficient Pd species, as suggested for Hec@Pd65@Hec, is
interesting for H2 storage. This study was performed through collaboration with the group of
Prof Hiroshi Kitagawa at Kyoto University.
The previous chapter has shown a possible relationship between the applied pH during the
intercalation process and the shift of BE observed from the XP spectrum. This encouraged to
maximize the ζ potential by lowering the pH to 6.0, corresponding to 34 mV. It should be noted
that further decreasing the pH caused destabilisation of the nanoparticles and rapid
agglomeration. Furthermore, a pH of 9.5 was applied, as used for the synthesis of
Hec@Pd65@Hec that granted an ordered structure. The nanoparticle synthesis was the same
as applied in Chapter 4.2. The obtained metal loading was 39.3 wt% (Hec@Pd39@Hec) and
64.5 wt% (Hec@Pd65@Hec) at pH 6.0 and pH 9.5, respectively. TEM investigation of
Hec@Pd65@Hec revealed a well-ordered structure (Figure 17A, B). In contrast, the higher
positive surface charge in the case of Hec@Pd39@Hec resulted in the intercalation of too low
amounts of Pd and led to sections of collapsed nanosheets with no Pd in between (Figure
17C). While Ar-physisorption and CO-chemisorption of Hec@Pd65@Hec showed an
accessible Pd surface (24 % metal dispersion), the collapsed areas of Hec@Pd39@Hec
caused a non-porous structure with a Pd surface below the detection limit due to nanoparticle
encapsulation. Even though the loading was largely increased compared to the standard

Figure 17: TE cross-section micrographs of A) + B) Hec@Pd65@Hec at different magnifications showing a
well-ordered lamellar structure. C) Cross-section of Hec@Pd39@Hec with collapsed nanosheets without
nanoparticles in between. [Adapted under the terms of CC BY 4.0 license from reference[170]]
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“cation exchange and reduction-route” (Chapter 3.3.1), that would only grant about 6 wt% Pd,
39.3 wt% were still insufficient for a porous network which emphasized that the proper
adjustment of the surface potential was mandatory. The XPS shift of the Pd 3d signal of
Hec@Pd39@Hec was larger than Hec@Pd65@Hec (336.0 eV vs 335.8 eV) as expected, but
the non-porous network already implied that it might be not useful for H2 storage. Pressurecomposition (PC) isotherms were recorded at 303 K to study the H2 uptake behaviour of Pd
nanoparticles sandwiched between the nanosheets of Hec (Figure 18A). Hec@Pd39@Hec
absorbed nearly no H2 as the encapsulated nanoparticles were not accessible even for the
small H2 molecule. Hec@Pd65@Hec absorbed H2 with increasing H2 pressure to a maximum
of 0.65 H per Pd at 101 kPa. As a reference material, the identical nanoparticles used for the
intercalation were covered with PVP. This prevented the nanoparticles from agglomeration
during the drying process. However, PVP is regarded to grant H2 access to the Pd surface and
to have little effect on the sorption behaviour of small Pd nanoparticles.[171, 172] The maximum
sorption capacity of the polymer covered nanoparticles was 0.35 H/Pd, so the intercalation
between the inorganic oxide layers increased the storage capacity by 86 %. Furthermore, the
plateau-like region was decreased by 35 % compared to Pd black, which means that the
miscibility gap between α-phase (a solid solution of Pd+H) and β-phase (formation of a hydride
Pd-H) narrowed, typically for nanoparticles.[173] The XPS 3d5/2 signal of the PVP covered Pd
nanoparticles was found at 335.1 eV, 0.7 eV less shifted than Hec@Pd65@Hec (Figure 18B).
The nanoparticles sandwiched between the nanosheets carried an increased number of
positive charges, that increased the number of holes in the 4d band. This finally led to the
enhanced H2 storage compared to PVP covered nanoparticles. Similar to the Pd nanocubes
covered with HKUST-1, the enhanced storage capacity was attributed to the positively charged
Pd nanoparticles.[157]

Figure 18: A) PC isotherms measured at 303 K and B) XP spectra of Pd 3d region of Hec@Pd39@Hec (red),
Hec@Pd65@Hec (black), and PVP covered Pd nanoparticles (blue). [Adapted under the terms of CC BY 4.0
license from reference[170]]
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However, the enhanced storage capacity of Hec@Pd65@Hec might have another reason
besides the increased number of holes in the 4d band. A spillover of H2 from the nanoparticles
to the Hec might occur, which had to be excluded. The formation of the Pd hydride causes a
lattice expansion of Pd and, therefore, is a measure for the sorption of H2 in the
nanoparticle.[157] In situ PXRD patterns were recorded under various H2 pressures at the
synchrotron facility SPring-8 in Japan (Figure 19). The reflections corresponding to the fcc
lattice (e. g. at about 20° 2 Θ) of Pd shifted to lower angles with increasing H2 pressure while
reflections derived from the Hec bands (e.g. at 10° 2 Θ) kept their position. When decreasing
the H2 pressure again, the reflections returned to their initial position, which is a clear sign of
reversibility. The lattice parameter of each diffraction pattern was determined by Le Bail fitting.
The lattice expanded with increasing H2 pressure and shrunk back to its original value when
the pressure was reduced. The lattice constant followed the PC isotherm course that strongly
suggested that the uptake of H2 was not due to a spillover phenomenon but through absorption
in the Pd lattice. Even though Pd is not the most suitable material for H2 storage due to its
weight and high costs, this publication demonstrated that Hec had a significant influence on
the sorption behaviour of Pd nanoparticles when sandwiched between Hec nanosheets. It is
another example of the positive influence on nanoparticle properties and states that possible
applications are not restricted to catalysis.

Figure 19: A) In situ PXRD patterns of Hec@Pd65@Hec at various H2 pressures. B) Lattice constant derived
from Le Bail fitting at various H2 pressures. The colour of the diffraction pattern in A) corresponds to the same
coloured dot in B). [Adapted under the terms of CC BY 4.0 license from reference[170]]
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4.4 Enhancing the Catalytic Activity of Palladium Nanoparticles via SandwichLike Confinement by Thin Titanate Nanosheets
This publication intends to answer whether the intercalation concept can be applied to other
2D layered material such as H1.07Ti1.73O4 ·H2O (L-titanate) and identify its influence on the
catalytic behaviour. L-titanate that has already been introduced in Chapter 3.1 was
synthesized in cooperation with Prof Takayoshi Sasaki at the National Institute for Materials
Research (NIMS) in Japan. Synthesis and delamination conditions can be found in Chapter
3.1.3 and Chapter 3.1.4, respectively.
While a stable dispersion in water and a positive ζ potential were the necessary specifications
for the nanoparticles in the previous chapters, it turned out that in this case the nanoparticles
had to be stable at a pH ≥ 10 and still carry a positive surface charge. The high pH was
mandatory as the nematic phase of L-titanate was only stable at the basic pH. The Pd
nanoparticles used for Hec@Pd@Hec fulfilled this additional criterion, which offered good
comparability between Hec and L-titanate as supporting materials. As TBA+ was necessary for
the delamination process (Chapter 3.1.4), the question appeared whether the bulky organic
molecule would somehow influence the intercalation. The strategy was the same as in the
previous chapters, and the obtained catalyst was denoted as L-titanate@Pd@L-titanate. After
synthesis, the elemental analysis revealed that some TBA+ (~ 20 % of the cec) remained in
the structure, but this could be removed by calcination in the air at 500 °C. During calcination,
Pd was oxidized to PdO but could be reduced back to Pd metal by H2 treatment at 200 °C
according to PXRD (Figure 20A). The Pd loading after calcination und reduction was as high
as 49 wt%. Furthermore, reflections derived from L-titanate (hk bands, denoted with T in
Figure 20A) were still present, proving that the layered support survived the procedure. TEM
cross-sections revealed a lamellar structure comparable to Hec@Pd@Hec (Figure 20B). The

Figure 20: Structural characterisation of L-titanate@Pd@L-titanate: A) PXRD after calcination at 500 °C for 5 h
(black) and reduction by H2 at 200 °C (red). No evident narrowing of the width of the reflections was observed. T
stands for reflections derived from L-titanate. B) TEM cross-section showing the lamellar structure after calcination
and reduction process. C) PXRD at low angles displaying a 00l series. [Adapted under the terms of CC BY 4.0
license from reference[174]]
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Figure 21: Light-off curves of L-titanate@Pd@L-titanate (black), Pdext@P25 (green), and Pdext@Al2O3 (red).
Conditions: 1 mg of Pd per catalysis; 50 mL min-1 (1 vol% CO, 1 vol% O2, N2 balance). [ Adapted under the terms
of CC BY 4.0 license from reference[174]]

special sandwich-architecture stabilized the nanoparticles during the the pretreatment process
against ripening as the size of the nanoparticles was still (3.8 ± 0.6) nm (Figure 20B).
PXRD at low angles revealed a periodicity of the 00l series of 4.6 nm, which is in good
agreement with the expected value of the nanosheet thickness of 0.75 nm and the core size
of the nanoparticles of 3.8 nm (Figure 20C). In contrast, when pristine L-titanate was treated
at 500 °C, it readily transformed into the thermodynamically stable anatase phase, a known
phenomenon from the literature.[34] However, when single nanosheets are sufficiently
separated, the phase transition is unfavoured.[175] This provided additional proof that the
nanoparticles kept the nanosheets apart from each other. Ar physisorption and CO
chemisorption revealed a mesoporous network with an accessible Pd surface and a metal
dispersion of 19 % after the calcination process.
The catalytic activity of L-titanate@Pd@L-titanate was probed for the oxidation of CO and
compared with identical nanoparticles deposited on the surface of Degussa P25 (a mixture of
anatase and rutile, Pdext@P25) and γ-Al2O3 (Pdext@Al2O3). The T50 value of L-titanate@Pd@Ltitanate was already observed at 86 °C, significantly lower than the values of the reference
catalysts Pdext@P25 (148 °C) or Pdext@Al2O3 (183 °C) (Figure 21). To find a possible
explanation for the high catalytic activity, the catalyst was investigated for a possible positive
surface charge similar to Chapter 4.2. Indeed, both the Pd 3d region derived from XPS (Figure
22A) and the C-O stretching vibration derived from CO-DRIFTS implied a partial positive Pd
surface similar to Hec@Pd65@Hec. However, the catalytic performance was much higher,
especially below 100 °C as compared to Hec@Pd65@Hec. The highly increased activity
implied the existence of an additional promoting effect of L-titanate. In Chapter 3.4.1, it was
explained that CO oxidation could proceed via various mechanisms that might include lattice
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Figure 22: Evaluation of charge states of L-titanate@Pd@L-titanate and references. A) XP spectra of Pd 3d region
of L-titanate@Pd@L-titanate (black), Pdext@P25 (red), and Pdext@Al2O3 (green). The position of the d5/2 signal at
335.0 eV of bulk Pd is marked. B) XP spectra of the Ti 2p region of L-titanate@Pd@L-titanate (black), pristine H+L-titanate (red), and Pdext@P25 (green). The position of Ti4+ at 458.5 eV is marked. The dashed lines represent
the deconvoluted spectra, and the coloured lines are the overall fitted spectra. A reduced Ti species is only present
in L-titanate@Pd@L-titanate. C) EEL spectra at Ti L2,3 edge of L-titanate@Pd@L-titanate (black) and pristine H+L-titanate (red). Dashed lines mark the positions of the peaks. [Adapted under the terms of CC BY 4.0 license
from reference[174]]

oxygen participation from the support. As anatase[125, 126] is capable of lattice oxygen donation,
the question was whether a single nanosheet of L-titanate would be able to do the same.
Kinetic measurements revealed that the reaction orders of L-titanate@Pd@L-titanate were
+ 0.13 for CO and + 0.29 for O2. The reaction orders of Pdext@Al2O3 were - 0.67 for CO and
+ 0.91 for O2. In the case of Pdext@Al2O3, the increase of CO partial pressure exacerbates the
CO poisoning, while an increase in O2 partial pressure helps O2 to displace CO from the Pd
surface. A high negative reaction order with respect to the CO partial pressure and a high
positive reaction order for O2 are typical for a Langmuir-Hinshelwood mechanism expected for
Pd on γ-Al2O3.[114] This mechanism was also identified for Hec@Pd@Hec (unpublished result).
In contrast, the low positive order for O2 of L-titanate@Pd@L-titanate indicated that the
reaction rate was rather independent of the O2 partial pressure and suggested that the required
oxygen was donated from the support lattice. The positive reaction order for CO also
suggested that the catalyst did not suffer from CO poisoning at low temperatures. These were
all signs for a Mars-van Krevelen type mechanism and explained the catalytic activity below
100 °C. In this case, it is not required that gas-phase O2 has to displace CO from the surface
and proved that single nanosheets of L-titanate were also capable of lattice oxygen donation
as it is reported for TiO2.
The much higher catalytic activity compared to Pdext@P25 that also followed the Mars-van
Krevelen

mechanism

was

attributed

to

the

special

sandwich

architecture

of

L-titanate@Pd@L-titanate. XPS (Figure 22A) and DRIFTS revealed a more positively charged
surface compared to Pdext@P25. Furthermore, model catalysts proved that a large
metal/support interface is mandatory for a high catalytic activity for oxygen donating
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supports.[132] For this reason, it was claimed that contact with the support from two directions
due to the sandwich-like confinement played a crucial role in the high catalytic activity of
L-titanate@Pd@L-titanate and made oxygen donation especially efficient.
As observed for Hec@Pd65@Hec, electronic interactions between support and Pd appeared
as deconvolution of the Ti 2p region (XPS, Figure 22B) revealed an additional reduced species
at lower BE. The EEL spectrum at the Ti L2,3 edge (Figure 22C) of L-titanate@Pd@L-titanate
revealed features (shift, the ratio of L2 to L3, crystal field splitting) that also indicated a reduced
Ti species. This was further corroborated as the O K edge showed a reduced crystal field
splitting compared to pristine H+-L-titanate, which occurs when reduced Tix species (x < +4)
are involved.
This publication demonstrated that the intercalation strategy of exploiting a nematic phase of
a 2D layered material is not restricted to NaHec, but worked for L-titanate. This leads to the
assumption that the strategy will work for other delaminated materials, such as layered
antimony phosphates.[38] The special catalyst architecture offered both electronic interaction
between support and metal and improved oxygen donation that made this catalyst highly active
at low temperatures.
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